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Yahwist Account of Creation and Sin 
• Focus on relationship of man and woman to each other
• Focus on relationship of man and woman to the world

Creation (Gen 2:4b-5:32)
• Before creation, not watery chaos, but rather, desert.

• No water
• No person to till the soil

• The farmer is the star of this creation story
• Water
• And someone to till are essential to farming

• Water aids creation in this account where in the priestly account water had to be confined
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Yahweh Creates the Human (2:4b-2:9)
• The first thing created by Yahweh is human

• Not a singular understanding of “a human;” but rather, “humanity” in a plural 
understanding from the Hebrew text.

• The human creature is made from the ground.
• Adam in Hebrew is Human
• Adamah is ground
• They are similar sounding because they have a special relationship to each other.
• The play on words is very Yahwist in writing style. It shows a link how humans are 

dependent upon the ground for survival.
• Yahweh breaths life and the human becomes a living being.

• The Christian view is this is the beginning of the soul.
• Hebrews did not have a word for sould

• Human has life when God’s breath is in him/her. They die when God’s breath 
leaves Him/her
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Yahweh creates the human
• Animals also have breath, but God distinguishes between animals and humans by talking to 

humans. Yahweh does not speak to the animals.
• The human creature names the animals having dominion over them.
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Yahweh creates the habitat for humans to dwell (Gen 2:4b-2:9)
• After He creates humans, God creates are dwelling place.

• Gen 1: God creates the habitat first.
• The Garden of Eden

• A Garden that was like a park with huge shade trees
• Yahweh relaxed in the cool of the evening underneath the trees

• The two trees
• The tree of life

• As long has the humans are in the garden and have access to the tree of
life, they will live forever

• Once they lose access to the tree of life, their life is threatened, and they 
are subject to death

• The tree of knowledge
• The story of the forbidden fruit
• Brings sin into the world
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The Four Rivers (Gen 2:10-14)
• The four rivers point to the location of the Garden of Eden

• Tigris
• Euphrates
• Phison (Cannot be identified)
• Gihon (Cannot be identified)
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The Command (Gen 2:15-17)
• Take care and cultivate the Garden of Eden
The Creation of Woman (Gen 2:18-24)
• It is not good for the human to be left alone

• The social nature of human beings
• The marriage relationship between man and woman

• She is the “helper fit for him”
• Helper means one who supports one to fulfil their destiny
• Woman is one in whom man finds support and strength
• Formed from the man’s rib

• No one knows why a rib or what the rib signifies
• Adam calls his wife Eve

• She will be the “mother of all the living” (3:20)
• Marriage is a covenantal relationship (2:24)

• “Man leaves his father and mother and clings to his wife, and the two 
of them become one body.”
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Conclusion
• The Yahwist account is much more localized than the priestly account of creation
• Concerned with the human relationship between man and soil

• Humanity comes from the ground and depends on the ground for life
• Humanity will return to the ground for which he/she came

• Concerned with the relationship between man and woman not with man and the universe
• Woman is the only suitable helper for man. She is made of flesh.
• The attraction of the sexes and institution of marriage are the natural destiny of man and 

woman
• Yahweh is close to nature and concerned with all of creation
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The Man and his Wife were Both Naked, Yet they Felt No Shame (Gen 2:25)
• At the end of Chapter 2, Adam and Eve’s relationship with the Lord is still intact

The Serpent 
• The Serpent is not revealed to be the devil until the first century B.C. (Wis 2:24, Enoch 69:6)
• The Serpent was revered in surrounding tribes as a fertility god. Israel regularly fell to

temptations of worshiping false idols. The serpent was most likely chosen because of the 
constant worship of Israelites to the Serpent.
• The authors were warning Israelites to stay away from fertility cults.
• There is no motivation of why the Serpent tempted humans 

• The source of evil is left a mystery
• Evil in the world is a result of humanity’s decision to oppose God’s command

• The great lie
• You will be like God

• We were already created in God’s image and likeness.
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The Presentation of the Characters
• Serpent story:

• Serpent -> woman -> man
• God addresses:

• Man -> woman -> serpent
• God punishes:

• Serpent -> woman -> man
• This maintains an even flow to the story

• Not relevant other than narration of the story
• Man is with woman during the entire temptation scene

• The key point of the story is
• Temptation
• The key lie is that God has an ulterior motive for creating humanity and is keeping His reason 

from us.
• Three half-truth lies: (Gen 3:4-5)

• Your will not die (They didn’t die but are subject to death)
• Your eyes will be opened (Not in the way they expected)
• You will be like God knowing good and evil (They feel shame and guilt)
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Gen 3:6

“The woman s aw that the tree was  good for food and pleas ing to the eyes , and the tree was  
des irable for gaining wis dom. So s he took s ome of its  fruit and ate it; and s he als o gave s ome to 
her hus band, who was  with her, and he ate it” (Gen 3:6).

Gen 3:7

“Then the eyes  of both of them were opened, and they knew that they were naked; s o they s ewed 
fig leaves  together and made loincloths  for thems elves ” (Gen 3:7).
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Who can know what is good and Evil
• Children
• Humankind
• Scientist
• Philosophers
• Artist
• Writers
• Poets

• The reality is, only God knows good from evil and has limited humanities knowledge to retain what
is best for him/her
• What happens when we overstep our limitations placed on us by God
• Now we make decisions based on what is best for us as creature and not with the wisdom 

and guidance of God
• It is the same problem now as when the authors created this story in thousands of years

ago
• The wisdom still stands as timeless
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Who can know what is good and Evil
• Adam hides from God

• Tells God because I was naked
• This is untrue—Adam was covered with fig leaves
• The symbolism is that we cannot cover our sin when we separate from God
• Only God can remove our guilt and shame

• God makes garments for the man and woman (Gen 3:21)
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The consequences of sin
• Man blames the woman (indirectly blames God) (12)
• Woman blames the serpent

Poetic Form
1. The serpent will crawl
2. Pain in childbirth
3. Farming will be difficult (Ties into the Yahwist idea of the importance of tilling the land)
4. Death (For you are dust, and to dust you shall return) (19)
5. Banished from the Garden of Eden. Removed from the tree of life

1. The tree of life is protected by Cherubim with a fire sword often symbolized as lighting 
symbolic of God’s wrath
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Uplifting Ending
• Eve receives her name
• Yahweh makes garments for them
• On Yahweh’s initiative, the relationship disrupted by sin is restored


